HOW TO SURVIVE THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE!

...of Student Conduct
Disclaimers...

#1. Presentation Content...
#2. Full Disclosure...
#3. Zombie Philosophy...
How this started...
It’s messy and chaotic...
In student conduct, it seems that issues never seem to stop...either the same ones crop up or new ones...but always “coming at you”.
In student conduct, it seems that issues often start benign but then can rapidly become rotten, scary, ugly and/or disgusting if not dealt with!
In student conduct, no situation is ever the same ... Always changing....
In working in the area of student conduct, it seems that things try to steal your joy and drain the life out of you.
If you let student conduct issues overtake you, you will become one of the WALKING DEAD!
So...How do we arm ourselves?
A Simple Solution....
HUH?
Start with the Bread ...
#1. Be Informed
#2. Be Nimble
Train and Publish
EXPECTATIONS & RECOGNITION
#5. Build Relationships
LET'S REVIEW...

• Bread  ? and  ?
• Peanut Butter?
• Jelly?
• Spreader Tool?
Closing with a few Zombie Groaners!
• Why was the Zombie afraid to cross the road?
He didn’t have any guts!
What did the Zombie get when he showed up an hour and a half late for dinner?
A COLD SHOULDER!
What's a zombies favorite bean?
And finally... (Thank goodness!)
Where is the safest place to be in a Zombie attack?
The “LIVING” Room
the end.
Let’s take some time to talk about good “stuff”